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Accademia Firenze, Michelangelo’s David encased with brick, WWII



The design studio wants to present the student with a moment of calibration and reset.

It aims at questioning the position of the architect with respect to critical points of 
architectural interest. It simultaneously acts as an opportunity for the re-sourcing and the 
re-orientation of your specific link with architecture, your expertise and fields of interest, 
commitment and care

Surrender/Resistance invites an apprehension of issues from the perspective of extremes, of 
apparent contradiction, ambivalence and paradox.



Giovanni Anselmo
ENTRARE NELL’OPERA 1971

The centre of an unspecified space
becoming aware of his connection 
to the universe on August 16, 
1965, at dawn, when he saw his 
shadow on the side of Stromboli.
For Anselmo art changes people’s 
awareness of their relationship 
to the world.



In line with Anselmo’s statement on art’s capacity, we speculate,

that architecture too, changes people’s awareness of their relationship to the world. In this 
case, we must find out in what sense; or the multiples of how, why, what and so on

that relationship to the world is another way of saying architecture, which implies that we 
must learn the nature of those relationships, both with the world and the (dynamic) actants 
inhabiting it

that ‘world’ is another word for ‘architecture’, which inevitably implies a co-existence of 
worlds, and the performative necessity of recursive world-making

Being designers, and our extended field and medium being architecture, this finding out is 
performed by means of designerly constructing architectural content.



SPACESHIP EARTH
Apollo 8, Earthrise (1968)





Architecture as an uncompromising tool for highlighting the
scale of the world and persistently calling it into question.



URBI et ORBI : URBANISM  City
URBI et ORBI : ORBANISM  The whole Earth/World
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ADAPTED  UNADAPTED

      as strategy;
      as method;
      as attitude;
      as manipulation, creation, imagining of conditions*;
      as emancipation from instrumentality;
      as a state;
      in process and practice;
      as anticipation or response.

In accordance with the duo-concept Surrender/Resistance, Adapted/Unadapted can be addressed 
following two lines of action that originate at both ends of a range, and the multitude of 
degrees in-between. It opens a space to interrogate the relationships between question and 
response, the possible and the necessary, the required and the optional, contingency, the 
appropriate, the convenient, etc














